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Spirituality and Counterculture: an Introduction 

 

       Throughout time, the relationship between the individual and the mystery of life, the aspects of 

being that transcend the capacity of the senses and the intellect to understand, has been navigated by 

a number of practices, traditions and disciplines; these may be collectively understood as 

spirituality. Whilst many may associate counter-culture with directionless rebellion grounded in 

hedonistic individualism, many key texts of the American counter-culture movement of the 

twentieth century exerted their greatest challenge to the dominant social order of their time through 

accessing the power of these practices, traditions and disciplines to provide alternative ways of 

connecting with and relating to the unknown to those offered by mainstream society. In a 

consideration of the intersection of spirituality and counter-culture, three texts suggest themselves 

most readily, due to the spiritual nature of their content, their highly significant influence upon 

counter-culture and their enduring esteem and relevance. These are Allen Ginsberg's 1956 poetry 

collection, Howl and Other Poems, Jack Kerouac's 1957 novel, On The Road, and Hunter S. 

Thompson's 1971 novel, Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas: A Savage Journey to the Heart of the 

American Dream. These represent their author's most popular, influential and controversial works 

respectively and hold a literary status at the crest of the American counter-cultural canon. Whilst 

other texts from the authors deal more directly and overtly with spirituality, none represent the 

intersection of this content with a sense of capturing a counter-cultural zeitgeist to such an extent as 

the aforementioned texts.  

 

      Two prominent spiritual traditions, and the two most useful in considering the spiritual 

significance of these key counter cultural texts, are: shamanism and mythology. Historically, many 

cultures have venerated the role of the shaman: one who experiences altered states of consciousness 

in order to guide their tribe via access to transcendental knowledge and energies. Through the 
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insights of these visionary states of consciousness, the shaman was able to guide their tribes through 

life with an understanding of the realms beyond the normative perception and capacity for 

understanding. In the absence of such a role in contemporary western society, it could be argued 

that via the accounts of direct spiritual revelation and mystical experience, the writings of these 

counter-cultural figures serve to fulfil the shamanic role and that this is at least partially responsible 

for the devotional level of regard, influence and esteem they have received. Comparative 

mythologist, Joseph Campbell, says that myth is 'the field of reference' to 'the ultimate mystery of 

being that is beyond all categories of thought'.1 He identifies the function of myth as informing both 

the individual and a society's relationship to the unknown, creating collective narratives through 

which to connect to and navigate the mystery of life. As writers, Ginsberg, Kerouac and Thompson 

engage in this field of myths; identifying and exposing the collective myths of their societies, 

drawing upon religious mythology and creating alternative myths; myths whose influence played an 

important role in shifting the balance of power and values in American society.   

 

      The Beat movement, the cultural and artistic movement of which Ginsberg and Kerouac were 

the two most prominent writers, was born of the social climate of America in the nineteen-forties 

and fifties. The time was dominated by a strong sense of a status quo, the manifestation of 

'Eisnehower's intention that we should try to settle down to some nice, quiet, American pursuits and 

not rock the boat and it was time for us to ease off a bit'2 However, despite this perceived collective 

goal in public life, the private lives of many were characterized by a growing sense of 

dissatisfaction. Ann Charters notes that 'in reality there was an incredible provincialism and a very 

strong sense of conformity and a stultifying feeling that you had to, you know, get along with Time 

                                                
1  Joseph Campbell: The Power of Myth, with Bill Moyers, dir. By Joan Konner and Alvin H. Perlmutter (Acorn Media, 1988) 

2  The Source: The Story of The Beat Generation, dir. Chuck Workman (Beat productions, 1999) 
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Magazine.'3 Ginsberg identified the nuclear warfare of the Second World War as a key shift in the 

ideological landscape and the relationship between the individual and those who possessed power 

and social influence over the collective: 

In the forties the bomb dropped. The entire planet was threatened biologically. There 

was suddenly the realization: 'why are we being intimidated by a bunch of jerks who 

don't know anything about life? Who are they to tell us what we're supposed to feel or 

how we're supposed to behave – why take all that bullshit? 4 

And with this revelation as a central impetus, the culture of the Beats took to providing alternatives: 

celebrating individuality in a climate of conformism, imploring sexual liberation in the face of 

widespread repression and proffering spiritual liberation via a brand of mystical spirituality, valuing 

direct, subjective experience of divinity, reflecting the Emersonian will for ‘an original relation to 

the universe’.5  

 

       Ginsberg, once remarked: 'We didn't expect to be represented in public, we just wanted to 

represent ourselves and write for Heaven, you know, building up treasures in Heaven.'6 However, 

the literature of Ginsberg and his friends is often credited with planting the social and cultural seeds 

that would later take flower in the counter-cultural pinnacle of the twentieth century: the Hippie 

movement. Published in 1956, Ginsberg's first collection of poetry, Howl and other Poems, was 

literally put on trial by the establishment. Customs officials seized copies that were in transit from 

their London printer and Lawrence Ferlinghetti, owner of City Lights Publishers, was arrested and 

taken to court on the charge of distributing obscene materials. After the testimony of nine 

'prominent literary critics' it was ruled that, despite the collection's challenging intersection of the 
                                                
3  Joseph Campbell: The Power of Myth, with Bill Moyers, dir. By Joan Konner and Alvin H. Perlmutter (Acorn Media, 1988) 

4  The Source,  dir. Chuck Workman 

5  Ralph Waldo Emerson, 'Nature', in The Norton Anthology of American Literature, Seventh Edition, Volume B (New York: Norton, 2007), pp. 1110-

1139 (p. 1110). 

6  The Source, dir. Chuck Workman 
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profane and the sacred, through statements such as 'the asshole is holy!' and references to drug use, 

illicit sex and homosexuality, that the collection possessed 'redeeming social importance'.78 The 

publicity received by the trial augmented the poem's popularity amongst the youth and art circles. 

Ginsberg's close friend, Jack Kerouac, had his first novel, On the Road, published the following 

year. Kerouac composed the novel, based upon his journals, in a three-week burst of creativity, 

seven years earlier. Upon its release, the book was immediately recognised as 'a major novel' by 

New York Times critic, Gilbert Millstein, who deemed it 'the most beautifully executed, the clearest 

and the most important utterance yet made by the generation Kerouac himself named years ago as 

“beat”.'9 Thompson's, Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas, was first published in 1971 and concerns 

itself with the decline of the sixties counter-culture. The text was heralded, as with Howl and On the 

Road, as capturing a previously unarticulated zeitgeist and has developed a legacy of similar 

influence and regard.  Initially published in Rolling Stone Magazine, under the pseudonym, Raoul 

Duke, Fear and Loathing serves to eulogize the counter-culture of the sixties and attempt to 

navigate into the changing social landscape of Nixon's America. 

 

       Whilst Ginsberg, Kerouac and Thompson were certainly important figures of American 

counter-culture, both as key influences and in taking influence from it, their writing is defined by a 

visionary individualism, operating on a paradigm that transcends culture and is better understood 

with regard to their respective spiritual inclinations. Raised a Catholic, Kerouac's writing 

throughout his career reflects his spiritual development, manifest as an interest in various spiritual 

traditions and practices. Around the mid-fifties Kerouac took an interest in Zen Buddhism and 

many of his later texts, such as The Dharma Bums and The Scripture of the Golden Eternity display 
                                                
7 Allen Ginsberg, Howl and other Poems, (San Francisco: City Lights, 1956), p. 27 

8  Fred Kaplan, How “Howl” Changed the World (2010), in Slate: 

http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/life_and_art/2010/09/how_howl_changed_the_world.html [Accessed 5 May 2015] 

9  Gilbert Millstein, Books of the Times(1957), in New York Times: http://www.nytimes.com/books/97/09/07/home/kerouac-roadglowing.html  

 [Accessed 7 May 2015] 
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this influence, whilst the posthumously released Some of the Dharma and Wake Up: A Life of the 

Buddha are entirely Buddhist in their content.  On The Road represents a period of Kerouac's 

spiritual development, preceding his later study and practice of Buddhism, and is characterised by a 

sense of intense spiritual searching; accounting the search for God, 'IT' – a state of spiritual 

illumination, and visions throughout.   

 

     A strong current of spirituality similarly unifies Ginsberg’s writings and during his life he was 

involved in a number of important catalytic spiritual movements. Ginsberg became an early 

supporter of the International Society of Krishna Consciousness, befriending A.C. Bhaktivedanta 

Swami Prabhupada shortly after he arrived in East New York from India. Ginsberg would donate 

his money and influence to aid Prabhupada in establishing his first temple and toured with him in 

promotion of the spiritual practice of chanting sanskrit mantras and of Vedic scriptures, such as the 

Bhagavad Gita; many of which were reaching the West for the first time. Chanting would become a 

fixture of Ginsberg's poetry readings throughout his life.10 Ginsberg also studied and practiced 

Buddhism and meditation throughout his life, after encountering teacher Chögyam Trungpa in New 

York.11  Preceding these encounters, he was a participant in the early trials of psychedelic drugs, 

such as Psilocybin and LSD, at Harvard University and was responsible for the proposition that it 

was for the evolutionary benefit of the collective that prominent artists of the time were initiated 

into the visionary states of consciousness offered by these substances. Whilst Thompson was less 

direct and pronounced in his spiritual inclinations, his style of 'Gonzo journalism', for which he 

became renowned, was often associated with subjective encounters with the dominant culture whilst 

under the influence of psychedelics, which Thompson took a keen interest in throughout his life.  

Contemporary Shamans, such as Terrence McKenna and Daniel Pinchbeck, acknowledge the use of 
                                                
10  David Willis, Buddhism and the Beats (2007), in Beatdom: 

 http://web.archive.org/web/20100501050535/http://www.beatdom.com/buddhism_and_the_beats.htm [Accessed 8 May 2015] 

11  Barry Miles, Ginsberg: A Biography, (London, Virgin Publishing Ltd., 2001), p. 440 
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psychedelic drugs as a valid and effective form of shamanic technique, through which to gain 

access to altered states of consciousness, which they deem as important for the individual and 

collective spiritual and intellectual growth of humanity.12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
12  Daniel Pinchbeck, Breaking Open the Head: A Psychedelic Journey into the Heart of Contemporary Shamanism, (United States of America: 

Random House, 2003), p.13 
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The Writers as Shamans 

 

     Shamanism is a tradition that evades a precise or universally agreed definition and that which 

constitutes shamanism or qualifies one a shaman is ambiguous. As Margaret Stutley notes: 'the 

name ‘shamanism’ was invented by Europeans, so giving the impression that there was only one 

fixed belief system, instead of a number of disparate beliefs having many facets and continually 

increasing as new situations arise, although retaining many of the old beliefs and overlapping 

traditions.'13 What constitutes shamanism has even been actively disputed; Mercia Eliade, for 

example, renounces the use of entheogens ('chemical substances, typically of plant origin, that are 

ingested to produce a non-ordinary state of consciousness for religious or spiritual purposes'14) in 

inducing visionary states of consciousness as 'a vulgar substitute for 'pure' trance', whilst many see 

this process as the essence of shamanism.15 Additionally, many definitions of shamanism 

incorporate geographical and temporal location. Though the tradition is most prominent as a 

'religious phenomenon of Siberia and Central Asia', the process of exploring consciousness through 

actively inducing altered states is a widespread and somewhat innate phenomenon that appears 

through the entire historical and geographic spectrum in some variation.16 Margaret Stutley gives a 

usefully general definition: 

Shamanism is one of the earliest and farthest-reaching magical and religious traditions, 

vestiges of which still underlie the major religious faiths of the modern world. The 

function of the shaman is to show his or her people the unseen powers behind the mere 

appearances of nature, as experienced through intuition, in trance states or during 

                                                
13 Margaret Stutley, Shamanism: An Introduction, (New York: Routledge, 2003), p. 3 

14 'Entheogen' in Oxford Dictionaries: http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/entheogen [Accessed 8 May 2015] 

15 Eliade, Shamanism, p. 8. 

16 Eliade, Shamanism, p. 10. 
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ecstatic mystical visions.17 

       This is the essence of shamanism as it is to be understood in this dissertation: a mode of 

spirituality informed by direct experiences of altered states of consciousness, achieved through the 

aforementioned intuition, trance states and ecstatic mystical visions, and the attendant social role of 

mediating between the people and the realms of the divine and the unknown via the insights of such 

experiences. 

 

         By the nineteen-forties and fifties, mystical and visionary experience in the United States had 

been subject to suppression for many centuries. With Christianity serving as the dominant religious 

ideology, spirituality was largely removed from mysticism or the direct and subjective experience 

of divinity and revelation. Rather, most worshipers were limited to experiencing their relationship 

with divinity through the mediation of scriptural authorities. Additionally, whilst nominally 

Christianity, the truly dominant cultural ideology of America was that of capitalism, an inherently 

materialistic value system imploring the individualistic pursuit of profit. A number of forces over 

preceding centuries had lead to the widespread exile and suppression of 'direct visionary gnosis and 

shamanic techniques of ecstasy', not returning to any degree prominence until the rediscovery of 

psychedelics in the nineteen-fifties and the surge of interest in them the following decade. 

Contemporary shaman, Daniel Pinchbeck notes that the witch-hunts of the Middle Ages saw the 

destruction of 'indigenous shamanism and the orally transmitted knowledge and use of vision 

inducing plants throughout Europe'. Later, the force of colonialism, 'possessed by the hierarchical 

framework and transcendent ideology of Christianity' saw that the annihilation of traditional 

wisdom and 'any and all representatives of the archaic worldview that knew second sight, visions 

and prophecy to be crucial aspects of reality'. Finally, he notes that 'with the rise of the modern 

                                                
17 Eliade, Shamanism, p.12. 
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scientific method, the only form of awareness that was seen as valid was empirical, rational and 

materialist.' 18 

 

        In the intention, content and technique of their work, Ginsberg, Kerouac and Thompson, 

represent a modern example of the artist performing a role that can be understood as a 

contemporary continuation of the shamanic tradition. The common occurrence of the shaman within 

distant tribes and cultures without knowledge of each other suggests an innate need for, or at least 

inclination towards, the shamanic experience and the social role of the shaman in human nature and 

society. The strong desire for direct experience of revelation and divinity seen in the writing of the 

Beats perhaps represents early manifestations of the repressed need for these experiences within the 

collective American psyche. Pre-eminently, the vision and content of the writers goes some way to 

fulfilling the roles of 'psychopomp, priest, mystic and poet'.19 Those of psychopomp and mystic 

were almost entirely absent in the society of their time, whilst the priest and poet were roles that 

were arguably failing in their duty. Whitman, Emerson and Thoreau might be held as examples of 

the American poet, successfully fulfilling their role; using their writing to connect the reader with 

nature, divinity, self and truth. Whilst perhaps not a failure, the poetry of Robert Frost, serves as an 

useful measure of the state of the American poet immediately preceding the Beats. Frosts secular, 

bleak and domestic poetry is far removed from the sense of divinity guiding the early American 

poets. Perhaps more-so than any other quality, the work of Ginsberg, Kerouac and Thompson 

reflects a high regard for 'intuition', 'trance states' and 'ecstatic mystical visions' and frequently is 

informed by the intention to 'show his... people the unseen powers behind the mere appearances of 

nature'.20 

                                                
18 Daniel Pinchbeck, 'Introduction', in The Psychedelic Experience,(New York: Kesington Publishing Corp, 1964), p.11 

19 Eliade, Shamanism, p. 18. 

20 Eliade, Shamanism, p. 18. 
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      In understanding the writers in relation to the tradition of shamanism, it is useful to begin by 

considering their works at the level of intention. When once asked by an interviewer what he was 

searching for, Kerouac sincerely answered that he was 'waiting for God to show [him] his face'.21 

Ginsberg once asserted of the early impetus for him and Kerouac's writing: “we weren't trying to 

make a social revolution particularly, we were just trying to propose our own souls to ourselves'.22 

This sense of searching for meaning, both within and without, when left unfulfilled by the 

mainstream culture is the unifying and dominant quality of the work of all three authors. Many 

readers and critics, particularly at the time of these texts' publication, were drawn to reductive 

interpretations by the content of the texts. Largely due to prejudices of the time, many found the 

depiction of sexuality, drugs use and violence in the texts so reprehensible that they immediately 

dismissed them as vulgar celebrations of hedonism and overlooked the spiritual intent behind the 

writings. However, through the intense subjectivity of the writers' voices, the metaphysical, 

emotional and mental influence of their spiritual practices, beliefs and experiences inherently 

influenced the depth and intent of their output. That the metaphysical paradigm of shamanism is the 

deepest level upon which the texts operate, suggests it, as Thomas R. Bieroski concludes, as 'the 

most effective paradigm for interpreting' their work.'23 

 

    The voice of all three authors serves inherently as an assertion of individualism and the value of 

subjective truth. This is of particular significance in Howl and other Poems (1956) and On the Road 

(1957), as it marked a rebellion from the aforementioned social force of conformity and therefore 

demonstrated an alternative model of relating to the self and the collective, grounded in intuition. 

Whilst this may appear to be simple, it exemplifies a significant shift from the dominant world view 

                                                
21 Stephen D. Elington, The Beat Face of God (New Hampshire: Trafford, 2005), p.27 

22  The Source, dir. Chuck Workman  

23  Thomas R. Bierowski, Kerouac in Ecstasy, Shamanic Expression in the Writing, (North Carolina: McFarland & Company, 2011) p. 18 
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of external reference, looking to the established codes of thought and behaviour, to one of looking 

within and valuing the intuitive aspects of the self, such as thought, emotion and desire. On the 

Road, in particular, is a narrative driven by the narrator's dissatisfaction with the lifestyle provided 

by the mainstream culture, searching for alternatives in his travels, guided by his friend Dean 

Moriarty, a portrait of spontaneity and adventure. Later, Thompson's strongly individualistic 

perspective in the voice of Fear and Loathing, serves to liberate him from both the dominant 

culture as well as the counter-culture that he is more closely associated with. By creating a narrative 

perspective removed from the status quo, the narrative voice of each text serves to provide social 

commentary of that status quo and offer alternatives, directly or simply by presenting examples of 

alternative perspectives, beliefs and behaviour. Primary is the will toward extraction from the 

doctrines of their time and the provision of an individualistic model of the self that celebrates 

intuition as a means for understanding ones self, the external world, and navigating life. Both the 

plot of Fear and Loathing and On the Road are guided and characterised by a chaotic and impulsive 

spontaneity that demonstrates reverence for intuition.  

 

      Though the examples of alternative thought and behaviour portrayed in the work of Ginsberg, 

Kerouac and Thompson may not have been intentionally created for the means of social influence, 

as Ginsberg explicitly states was not the case in the early writings of himself and Kerouac, the texts 

did have such a social influence. The inseparability of Kerouac, Thompson and Ginsberg's intimate 

and subjective narrative voice from their personal search for, and achievement of, mystical vision 

and other direct spiritual experience, in conjunction with the aforementioned influence led to the 

writers, directly or indirectly, offering a guiding example of how to navigate and understand the 

unknown aspects of life. Bierowski notes of Kerouac's vision and influence:  

His writing became the performance of a personal ecstatic vision that, in part, 
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incited a cultural phenomenon in America. As Lardas accurately notes, “The 

Emphasis on shared moments of ecstasy and honest dialogue in Beat literature 

revealed an alternative social reality” [John Lardas, The Bop Apocalypse: The 

Religious Visions of Kerouac, Ginsberg and Burroughs] 24 

It is worth noting that, whilst Ginsberg's voice throughout Howl and other poems is emphatically 

himself, or 'magic lines from [his] real mind' as he himself put it, Fear and Loathing and On the 

Road occupy a space somewhere between fiction and non-fiction that is often understood as a 

roman à clef.25 However, whilst at times the content of the plot may be the product of artistic 

licence, the narrative perspective presented throughout is in both cases close to, if not precisely, that 

of the author. The original transcript of On The Road sees the names of Kerouac's characters in their 

original form as his friends, Dean Moriarty being Neal Cassady, Old Bull Lee being William S. 

Burroughs, and the text drew strongly from his journals. Kerouac's writing approach was build upon 

an ethos of extreme transparency via a spontaneous and uninhibited approach to writing. He once 

stated 'if you don't stick to what you first thought and to the words the thought brought, what's the 

sense of foisting your little lies on others, or, that is, hiding your little truths from others?”26 

Additionally, whilst Thompson has referred to Raoul Duke as a literary alter-ego, he has 

acknowledged the basis of the events of the novel as strongly grounded in reality and it takes no 

stretch of imagination to consider the moral and legal reasons he might have originally opted to 

publish the piece under a pseudonym.27  

 

 

                                                
24 Bierowski, Kerouac in Ecstasy, p. 18-19. 

25 Allen Ginsberg, Deliberate Prose: Selected Essays 1952-1995, (London: Harper Collins, 2000), p. 229 

26 Jack Kerouac, Good Blonde & Others, (London: Grey Fox Press, 2001), p. 189 

27 Hunter S. Thompson, 'Jacket Copy For Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas: A Savage Journey to the Heart of the American Dream', in The Great 

Shark Hunt (London, Macmillan, 1980) pp. 113-119 (p. 114). 
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Shamanism in the Writings 

 

      Howl and other Poems, On the Road, and Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas prevalently feature 

the representation of mystical visions and trance states, both experienced and witnessed, the 

influence of such states and dialogues concerning them, their means of induction, their insights and 

their influence. Generally, the authors treat this subject matter with a tone of reverence. As such, the 

various ways in which the authors concern themselves with altered states of consciousness reflects a 

mediation between the reader and the unknown that reflects the role of the shaman. The search for 

the experience of union with the divine through ecstatic trance and visionary states of consciousness 

is an important theme of Kerouac's On The Road. Kerouac once defined the novel as 'a story about 

two Catholic buddies roaming the country in search of God. And we found him.'28 It is through the 

moments of altered states of consciousness that the narrator and his friends come to feel they have 

encountered god or ultimate reality. The narrative is in many ways unconventional in its sense of 

plot development, characterised by an 'oscillation from ecstatic joy to certain sadness', and as such, 

its peaks generally do not come in moments of plot revelation or development, but rather in the joy 

and revelation of moments of ecstasy, visionary states and encounters with what is often referred to 

by Kerouac and his characters as 'IT'.2930  

 

       It is these moments of ecstasy and vision when Kerouac's prose reaches its highest force of 

momentum and greatest tonal exuberance. The narrator reaches the height of his shamanic 

experiences during a sudden moment of elevated consciousness in the tenth chapter of the second 

book. Kerouac has Paradise recognise the experience as reaching 'the point of ecstasy that [he] 

                                                
28 John Leland (2007). Why Kerouac Matters: The Lessons of On the Road (They're Not What You Think). New York: Viking. p.17. 

29  Ben Giamo, Kerouac, The Word And The Way: Prose Artist as Spiritual Quester, (Illinois: Southern Illinois University, 2000), p. 20.  

30  Jack Kerouac, On the Road, (London: Penguin, 1957), p. 194 
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always wanted to reach'.31 As such, it could be considered to be the peak of the novel, even by those 

who take the reductive interpretation of the novel as a celebration of hedonism. He goes on to 

describe the state as 'the complete step across chronological time into timeless shadows', finding 

himself  'hurrying to a plank where all the angels dove off and flew into the holy void of uncreated 

emptiness, the potent and inconceivable radiancies shining in bright Mind Essence'.32 Here, 

Kerouac portrays his narrator entering into a state of consciousness beyond the conventional 

parameters defined by time and space, rather experiencing timelessness and void. The language of 

radiance and divinity, as well as the presence of angels, and even referring to the realm as 'heaven', 

make clear that if this realm is not itself to be considered ultimate reality, it is certainly of a higher 

nature than earthly experience. This sequence is in many ways the archetypical experience of the 

shaman, as one who 'cured the terror of death by dying', and as such leads to the revelation of divine 

insight unavailable to the conventional state of human consciousness.33 He introduces this insight 

into the nature of life and death, with the simple, authoritative statement: 'I realized that I had died 

and been reborn numberless times but just didn't remember because the transitions from life to 

death and back to life are so ghostly easy.'34 The matter-of-fact tone with which Paradise recounts 

these insights, as well as the nature of the experience through which they are acquired, creates a 

sense of authority and validity that inherently portrays the narrator as one of an insight into these 

spiritual concerns and as such presents him very much in the manner of the shaman.  

 

           The novel is often interpreted as primarily a portrait of Kerouac's friend Neal Cassady, 

referred to by both Kerouac and Ginsberg as a 'hero' of their writings.3536 With Moriarty, Kerouac 

                                                
31 Kerouac, On the Road,  p. 164. 

32 Kerouac, On the Road, p. 164. 
33 Bierowski, Kerouac in Ecstasy, p. 7. 

34  Kerouac, On the Road,  p. 194.  

35 Kerouac, On the Road, p. 128. 

36   Allen Ginsberg, Howl and other Poems, p. 14 
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presents a romanticised portrait of Cassady, having Paradise often refer to him with titles of 

divinity, as a 'mystic', 'angel', 'prophet' and 'saint'. Whilst Kerouac does give accounts of his own 

visions and moments of ecstatic trance through Sal, it is the character of Dean who is more 

frequently and consistently associated with these experiences and has more thoroughly integrated 

them into his philosophy of life and his everyday consciousness. Much of the narrative 

demonstrates the evolution of Sal's perspective and consciousness through the catalytic influence of 

Dean. Their relationship and its account can be read in terms of shamanic influence; Paradise 

certainly holds Moriarty in high spiritual reverence. Bierowski interprets Kerouac's literary portraits 

of his friends themselves as a means of fulfilling the shamanic role of 'retrieving lost souls and 

bringing them back for the psychic good of the tribe.'37 He describes them as 'devotional soul 

portraits conjured in [Kerouac's] ecstasies of relationship' and asserts that he uses his writing to 

'provide the reader with the possibility of communing, as he has, with these great souls' who 

'illuminate the holiness of his own experience.' 38 

 

        In a sequence that reads as a judgement of Dean, in which many characters condemn his 

lifestyle as selfish and reckless, Kerouac has Paradise come to his defence with the assertion that: 

'he's got the secret that we're all busting to find and its splitting his head open and if he goes mad 

don't worry, it wont be your fault but the fault of God.'39 The 'secret', which garners Paradise's 

reverence, appears is associated with a state of freedom and liberation achieved through the 

qualities of faith, energy, vision and spontaneity. Dean is frequently portrayed in rapturous states, 

spitting forth spiritual insights, apparently as they are revealed to him, in visionary floods of 

ecstasy. During 'the first days of his mysticism', in the novel's second book, the forceful spirit of 

faith and spontaneity, with which the novel has come to be associated, appears with a vigorous 
                                                
37 Bierowski, Kerouac in Ecstasy, p. 18. 
38 Bierowski, Kerouac in Ecstasy, p. 21.  

39  Kerouac, On the Road, p. 184.  
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momentum largely absent in the preceding book.40 Dean is described as 'out of his mind with real 

belief' and indeed his character can be read as an embodiment of true faith in action: embracing the 

unknown without fear; an attitude he is forceful and occasionally eloquent in conveying.41 The 

character's dialogue and action throughout the novel reflects his decision to 'leave everything out of 

[his] hands.'42 He repeats 'Everything is fine, God exists, we know time' and frequently talks of the 

futility of worry: 'Troubles, you see, is the generalization-word for what God exists in. The thing is 

not to get hung-up.'43 Whilst faith is a term of associated with religion, and the acceptance of a 

scripture or doctrine as truth, Moriarty represents a more full and active sense of faith in his 

approach to life that is validated by his direct experience of ecstasy, trance and visionary states. 

Kerouac's physical descriptions frequently portray Dean as overcome with a sense of intense energy 

and euphoria, often accompanied by 'tremendous revelations pouring into him' and being shared.44  

He often punctuates Dean's sermon-like dialogues with physical representations of ecstasy, such as 

'my head rings! He cried, clasping his head', creating an accompanying sense of shamanic validity, 

enforced by the rapturous repetitions of monosyllabic affirmations of life, such as: 

'Yes...Yes...Yes...'4546 

 

        As has been mentioned previous, a prevalent theme of Sal and Dean's adventures and 

dialogues is the search for and experience of 'IT': an elusive state that never receives a simple or 

concise description, referred to by Dean as an 'impon-de-rable', it might loosely be considered 'the 

ragged and ecstatic joy of pure being'.4748 Generally, 'IT' is taken to be a state of spiritual 

                                                
40  Kerouac, On the Road,  p. 115.  

41  Kerouac, On the Road,  p. 114.  

42  Kerouac, On the Road,  p. 237. 

43  Kerouac, On the Road,  p. 114.  
44  Kerouac, On the Road,  p. 184.  

45  Kerouac, On the Road,  p. 114 

46  Kerouac, On the Road,  p. 121 

47  Kerouac, On the Road,  p. 194.  
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illumination, in which one is liberated from the sense of fear associated with time and analytical 

thought and able to experience the beauty and freedom available in the present moment. Russell 

Brand, interprets 'IT' as 'about not being oppressed by time, not being oppressed by the idea of the 

journey, that life begins here and ends over here, so that you grant yourself a bit of freedom in the 

moment, that you allow yourself the privilege of spontaneity.'49 As such, a, if not the, key theme of 

the text is a state of optimum consciousness, demonstrating a manner of relating to time and the 

unknown, celebrating the quality of intuition through the spontaneity and joy available in surrender 

to the present moment.  

 

        'IT' is portrayed throughout the novel as being achieved through spontaneity and 

improvisation. Dean, whilst not precisely an embodiment of 'IT', is an example of an individual 

optimally attuned to experiencing it, through his sense of presence in the moment and will to 

embrace the unknown. The state is most frequently associated with the portrayals of Jazz music in 

the novel, which might be understood in relation to shamanic techniques of ecstasy, inducing trance 

states through the spontaneous improvisation of rhythm and music. Through the novel's dialogues 

on, and encounters with, 'IT', Kerouac offers metaphysical guidance, presenting a model 

relationship with time, imploring the beauty and power of a state of consciousness in which one is 

fully present in the now. Ben Giamo interprets that the model of 'IT' 'seems clear enough: to know 

time is to escape its structure through improvisation.'50 He Claims, when the characters are 

portrayed experiencing 'IT': 'for the moment, they are liberated, that is they do not live in a state of 

consciousness in time, which is tantamount to betraying time, but rather bend time to 

consciousness.'51 It through spontaneity, and embracing the now, that Kerouac portrays the 

                                                
48  Kerouac, On the Road,  p. 184.  

49  Russell Brand: On The Road, in Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KBi5wnjsMlg [Accessed 8 May 2015] 
50  Giamo, Kerouac, The Word And The Way, p. 35.  

51  Giamo, Kerouac, The Word And The Way, p. 36.  
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characters opening to a deeper sense of being and feeling – a liberation grounded in accessing a 

deeper level of the self than the mind and a freedom from anxiety concerning the unknown, found 

in embracing it.  

 

          The reverence for spontaneity and improvisation is not only seen in the content of the text, 

but is present within each word of the novel through the technique of its composition: Kerouac's 

self-titled method of 'spontaneous prose'. Kerouac described the procedure of spontaneous prose as:  

Time being of the essence in the purity of speech, sketching language is undisturbed 

flow from the mind of personal secret idea-words, blowing (as per jazz musician) on 

subject of image.52 

Kerouac saw value in the process of writing with a minimal of conscious craft, reflecting the 

ideology Ginsberg referred to as 'first thought, best thought', seeing a higher truth, emanating from a 

consciousness beyond the intellect, in this approach to writing.53 On the mental state for the 

composition of spontaneous prose, he instructs: 

If possible write “without consciousness in semi-trance” (as Yeats' later “trance 

writing”), allowing subconscious to admit in own uninhibited interesting necessary and 

so “modern” language what conscious art would censor, and write excitedly, swiftly, 

with writing-or-typing cramps, in accordance (as from centre to periphery) with laws of 

orgasm, Reich's “beclouding of consciousness.” Come from within, out-to relaxed and 

said.54 

It is clear to see the value Kerouac perceived in altered states of consciousness, particularly those of 

trance, perceiving the conventional sense of craft associated with writing as a censorship of the true 

                                                
52 Jack Kerouac, You're a Genius All The Time: Belief and Technique for Modern Prose (San Francisco: Chronicle Books, 2009), p. 64 

53 William Deresiewicz, First Thought, Best Thought (2001), in The New York Times: 

https://www.nytimes.com/books/01/04/08/reviews/010408.08deresit.html [Accessed 8 May 2015] 
54  Kerouac, You're a Genius All The Time: Belief and Technique for Modern Prose, p. 80. 
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self by the intellect. As such, Kerouac's approach to writing has itself been understood as 'ecstatic 

technique'.55 

 

       The content of Ginsberg's 'Howl' is unified by a sense of mystical, visionary spirituality and 

metaphysics. In the abounding imagery of the poem, Ginsberg often uses images portraying a sense 

of spiritual illumination, achieved through, drugs, sex, hallucinations or jazz. In Part One of the 

poem, Ginsberg depicts a sexual encounter: 

Who copulated ecstatic and insatiate... ended fainting on the wall with a vision of ultimate 

cunt and come eluding the last gyzym of consciousness,56 

In portraying sex in the language of ecstasy, vision and consciousness, Ginsberg depicts the sense 

of a mystical spiritual awareness achieved through sexual union. The phrase 'vision of ultimate cunt' 

conveys archetypical feminine power, beyond that of the temporal or physical. Ginsberg directly 

alludes to the notion of the writer as shaman, in the lines: 

who dreamt and made incarnate gaps in Time & Space 

           through images juxtaposed, and trapped the  

           archangel of the soul between 2 visual images 

           and joined the elemental verbs and set the noun 

           and dash of consciousness together jumping with sensation...57 

He couples references to dreams, the soul, and the abstract and irrational sense of reasoning 

experienced in dream or other mystical visionary states, with the composition of literature. He also 

employs content that introduces a metaphysical perspective, exploring the nature of consciousness, 

time and space. He often refers to eternity, such as in the lines: 

who threw their watches off the roof to cast their ballot for Eternity outside of Time, & 
                                                
55  Bierowski, Kerouac in Ecstasy, Shamanic Expression in the Writing, p. 1. 

56  Ginsberg, Howl and other Poems, p. 14. 
57  Ginsberg,  Howl and other Poems,  p.  20. 
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alarm clocks fell on their heads every day for the next decade,58 

Here, he proffers the notion of eternity as not infinite time, but the quality of timelessness, and 

couples this notion with the realities of living within a reality governed by spacial-temporal 

continuity. Collectively, the wide range of images that highlight altered states of consciousness, 

creates a poem which points towards the unknown, mystical aspects of reality and serves the 

spiritual function of opening the reader to this.  

 

           In 'A Footnote to Howl', Ginsberg's repetition seems to draw upon his interest in meditation, 

using repetition to a similar effect as a mantra, in order to evoke a similar spiritual effect in the 

reader. The intention of a mantra is to replace the multitude of thoughts passing through the mind 

with one singular thought, often being a name of God, which is repeated in order to silence the mind 

and allow the meditator to experience the deeper levels of their self, often referred to by teachers of 

meditation, such as Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, as 'pure consciousness'59. Ginsberg begins 'A Footnote 

To Howl': 

Holy! Holy! Holy! Holy! Holy! Holy! Holy! Holy! Holy! 

          Holy! Holy! Holy! Holy! Holy! Holy!60 

In light of Ginsberg's practice of meditation, the extent and manner of the repetition here appears 

deliberately intended to serve the same function as a mantra; namely, to draw the reader from the 

level of analytical thought in a state of 'pure consciousness' and as such induce a state of spiritual 

bliss. The poem continues throughout to use 'Holy!' as an anaphora, proclaiming the divinity of all 

life: 

The world is Holy! The soul is Holy! The skin is Holy! The Nose is Holy! The cock and 

                                                
58  Ginsberg, Howl and other Poems, p. 56. 

59  Maharishi  Mahesh Yogi, Science of Being and Art of Living: Transcendental Meditation (London: Plume, 2001) p. 47 

60  Ginsberg, Howl and other Poems, p. 27. 
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asshole holy!61 

The return to this 'mantra' creates a sense of the unifying divinity of all things, and a sense of 

rapturous euphoria to the poem.  

 

         In Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas, Thompson creates a narrative voice that serves as an 

authority upon altered states of consciousness and the counter culture surrounding them; possessing 

a heightened sense of intuition through which he is able to offer guidance to the 'tribe' of his 

readership on a situational, social and metaphysical level. Thompson has his narrator-protagonist, 

Raoul Duke, demonstrate this authority by portraying his extensive use of psychedelic drugs 

throughout the narrative. In doing so, Thompson depicts Duke as one who possesses access to 

altered states of consciousness. This drug use represents a means of shamanic initiation and 

technique, as well as Duke's initiation into the culture surround these consciousness altering 

chemicals, through which Thompson invokes a sense of shamanic authority in his narrative voice. 

Thompson often conveys the authority attendant with such an initiation by having Duke offer 

advice on the use of psychedelic drugs, demonstrating a sense of experience and insight. He offers 

direct guidance on how to approach a psychedelic experience: 

No sympathy for the devil; keep that in mind. Buy the ticket, take the ride... and if it 

occasionally gets a little heavier than what you had in mind, well... maybe chalk it off 

to forced consciousness expansion: Tune in, freak out, get beaten.62 

His advice here recalls the famous aphorism of Harvard professor and acid guru, Timothy Leary: 

'Turn on, tune in, drop out', suggesting himself as an alternative to Leary and presenting himself as 

one of a similar role.63  

                                                
61  Ginsberg, Howl and other Poems, p. 27. 
62  Hunter S. Thompson, Fear and Loathing In Las Vegas:A Savage Journey To The Heart of the American Dream, (London: Harper Collins, 1971), 

p. 89 

63 Dr. Timothy Leary, Turn On, Tune in, Drop Out, Read by Timothy Leary (Mercury Records 21131, 1967) 
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     He gives direct insight and guidance to the nature of certain drugs and how to manage their 

effects. In Chapter Eight, he speaks on mescaline: 

Good mescaline comes on slow. The first hour is all waiting, then about halfway 

through the second hour you start cursing the creep who burned you, because nothing is 

happening... and then ZANG! Fiendish intensity, strange glow and vibrations...64 

He often comments upon the unsuitability of Las Vegas as an environment in which to access the 

altered state of awareness offered by LSD, Mescaline and other hallucinogenic drugs: 'No, this is 

not a good town for psychedelic drugs. Reality itself is too twisted.'65 Whilst Duke's drug use is 

often accounted in an off-hand and understated manner, and does not itself inherently alter the level 

of consciousness upon which the text operates, it does portray a sense of Duke as one who 

experiences the situations of the text from a perspective of heightened awareness and insight 

beyond that available to the consciousness uninitiated in shamanic experience. He speaks of the 

adverse effect of the gaudy extravagance of Las Vegas to one in the heightened states brought on by 

psychedelics, when troubled by the sight of a stand in which 'for just 99¢ our likeness will appear, 

two hundred feet tall, on a screen above downtown Las Vegas'66. He notes: 

A thing like that could send a drug person careening around the room like a ping-pong 

ball. Hallucinations are bad enough. But after a while you learn to cope with things like 

seeing your dead grand-mother crawling up your leg with a knife in her teeth. Most acid 

fanciers can handle this sort of thing.67  

Here, he uses a humourlessly violent and surreal example, to convey the extent of the different 

sense of reality and consciousness those experienced in the use of LSD can encounter and even 

                                                
64  Thompson, Fear and Loathing In Las Vegas, p. 47. 

65  Thompson, Fear and Loathing In Las Vegas, p. 89. 

66  Thompson, Fear and Loathing In Las Vegas, p. 47. 
67  Thompson, Fear and Loathing In Las Vegas, p. 47. 
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manage. The inherent sense of authority and insight conveys the voice as one who is himself a 'drug 

person' and initiated in these experiences.  

 

   Thompson often has Duke assess, and directly manifest, situations in which the counter-culture, 

particularly the acid culture of the nineteen-sixties, encounters the dominant culture of Capitalism, 

of which Las Vegas is an overt manifestation. The narrator-protagonist of Fear and Loathing is 

presented as being highly attuned to the energies of situations, as well as the energetic movements 

within American society, connecting him with a sense of heightened insight and intuition reflecting 

that of the shaman. Through this intuition he offers the reader guidance and insight into aspects of 

life on a situational, social and metaphysical level. Duke offers guidance to navigating encounters 

with the dominant culture, often manifest as police officers, which he demonstrates a psychological 

insight into. In Chapter Twelve of Part One, he offers advice on handling a car chase with a police 

officer: 

Your normal speeder will panic and immediately pull over to the side when he sees the 

big red light behind him...and then will start apologizing, begging for mercy. 

 

This is wrong. It arouses contempt in the cop-heart. The thing to do...is accelerate. Never 

pull over within the first siren-howl... Let him calm down. We will want the first word. 

Let him have it. His brain will be in turmoil: he may begin jabbering or even pull his gun. 

Let him unwind; keep smiling. 68 

The certainty portrayed in the specificity and short instructive sentences invokes a sense of 

authority in his advice on how to navigate such an encounter with an authority figure of the 

dominant culture, whilst the narrative affirms his advice, when Duke is portrayed being 

dismissed by the police officer despite being pulled over with a can of Budweiser in his hand.  
                                                
68  Thompson, Fear and Loathing In Las Vegas, p. 90-91. 
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      Thompson also has Duke commentate upon social trends, particularly concerning the counter-

culture, which demonstrates an insight into social movements, often in terms of energy and the 

abstract. Thompson once referred to the text as 'a vile epitaph for the drug culture of the sixties.'69 In 

perhaps the most famous passage of the novel, Thompson summarises this counter-culture, largely 

in terms of its energy, using the metaphor of a wave to symbolize its movement. He begins: 

it seems entirely reasonable to think that every now and then the energy of a whole 

generation comes to a head in a long fine flash, for reasons that nobody really 

understands at the time – and which never explain, in retrospect, what actually 

happened'70 

He goes on to talk of the 'sense of inevitable victory over the forces of old and evil': 

Not in any mean or military sense; we didn't need that. Our energy would simply 

prevail. There was no point in fighting – on our side or theirs. We had all the 

momentum; we were riding the crest of a high and beautiful wave... 

So now, less than five years later, you can go up on a steep hill in Las Vegas and look 

was, and with the right kind of eyes you can almost see the high-water mark- that place 

where the wave finally broke and rolled back.71 

Thompson offers social insight at the level of energy, which many would equate directly to spirit. 

He offers, here and at many occasions throughout the novel, insightful analysis of the energetic 

trends and movements of society, reflecting the role of the shaman in providing readers 'the right 

kind of eyes' to recognise and navigate these movements.72  

 
                                                
69  Hunter S. Thompson, 'Jacket Copy For Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas: A Savage Journey into the Heart of the American Dream', in Thompson, 

The Great Shark Hunt, (London, Macmillan, 1980), pp. 113-119 (p. 118). 

70  Thompson, Fear and Loathing In Las Vegas, p.  67. 
71   Thompson, Fear and Loathing In Las Vegas, p. 68. 

72 Thompson, Fear and Loathing In Las Vegas, p. 68. 
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     In the eleventh chapter of Part Two, Duke offers an extended analysis of the spiritual culture of 

the sixties, noting the influence and failings of Timothy Leary's promotion of consciousness 

expansion through LSD and its influence. He identifies 'the essential old-mystic fallacy of the Acid 

Culture: the desperate assumption that somebody – or at least some force is tending that light at the 

end of the tunnel' and draws parallels with the Catholic Church.73 He notes the Beatles association 

with Maharishi Mahesh Yogi and the schisms between the various youth movements. He 

concludes: The realities were already fixed; the illness was understood to be terminal, and the 

energies of The Movement were long since aggressively dissipated by rush of self-preservation.' 74 

In this passage he offers a thorough history of the significant events concerning spirituality and the 

counter-culture of the sixties and offers an intuitive discourse of the instincts, beliefs and energetic 

movements uniting the events. Later, Thompson notes the relationships between the drug-culture 

and the dominant culture.  

What sells now is whatever Fucks You Up... Uppers are no longer stylish. 

“Consciousness Expansion went out with LBJ...and it’s worth noting, historically, that 

downers came in with Nixon.75 

Finally, Thompson also has Duke offer insight and guidance on a metaphysical level. In Chapter 11, 

he accounts the epiphany: 

This is how the world works. All energy flows according to the whims of the Great 

Magnet. What a fool I was to defy him. He knew. He knew all along. It was he who 

sacked me in Baker... Never cross the Great Magnet. I understood this know...76 

Here, he offers guidance concerning the manner of interpreting the happenstance of life, proffering 

a fatalistic model, guided by a higher energy and intelligence.   

                                                
73  Thompson, Fear and Loathing In Las Vegas, p. 179. 

74  Thompson, Fear and Loathing In Las Vegas, p. 179. 

75  Thompson, Fear and Loathing In Las Vegas, p. 202. 
76  Thompson, Fear and Loathing In Las Vegas, p. 95. 
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         As with On The Road, the content of Fear and Loathing is strongly grounded in Thompson's 

personal experience and as such the novel has the shamanic validity of an author who has 

personally experienced the altered states of consciousness accounted in the text, rather than simply 

created them as fiction. Though he later distanced himself from Duke, feeling pressure from 

expectations to live up to the chaotic and violent character, he often intimated that the novel's status 

as 'fiction' is nominal and is, if not solely the result of legal concerns, the result of the contents 

foundation in the aspects of consciousness inhabiting the liminal space between subjective 

imagination, hallucinations and objective reality. Thompson once stated of the novel: 'only a 

goddamn lunatic would write a thing like this and then claim it was true', given it's account 'of 

multiple felonies and enough flat-out crime to put anybody who'd admit to this kind of stinking 

behaviour in the Nevada State Prison until 1984'.77 Thompson has referred to the text as 'a failed 

experiment in gonzo journalism', which he defines as:  'a style of “reporting” based on William 

Faulkner's idea that the best fiction is far more true than any kind of journalism – and the best 

journalists have always known this.'7879 Whilst Thompson may have considered the novel a failure, 

it is held as the archetypical text of 'gonzo journalism'. Given Thompson’s acknowledgement of the 

novel's plot’s basis in his own trips to Las Vegas, with his attorney Oscar Zeta Acosta, and his 

intimation that the novel's status as fiction is for his legal protection, as well as Thompson's well 

documented use of psychedelics, the sense of shamanic initiation and experience present in the 

events and voice of the novel can safely be attributed to Thompson himself.  

 

 

 
                                                
77  Thompson, 'Jacket Copy For Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas', p. 117. 

78  Thompson, 'Jacket Copy For Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas', p. 117. 
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The Texts as Mythology 

 

       In addition to serving the spiritual role of mediating between the reader and the unknown via 

the insights of altered states of consciousness, in a manner that represents a contemporary fulfilment 

of the shamanic role, Ginsberg, Kerouac and Thompson also engage in mythology and the process 

of myth-making within their texts. Comparative mythologist, Joseph Campbell, asserts that myth 

has served a spiritual function throughout history, using narrative as a means to connect individuals 

and societies with the unknowable. Campbell speaks upon God, as the ultimate example of 

mythology's spiritual function: 

God is a thought. God is a name. God is an idea. But its reference is to something that 

transcends all thinking. The ultimate mystery of being is beyond all categories of 

thought. My friend... used to say 'the best things in life can't be told' because they 

transcend thought. The second best are misunderstood because those are the thought 

that are supposed to refer to that which can't be thought about and one gets stuck with 

the thoughts. The third best are what we talk about and myth is that field of reference, 

that field of metaphors referring to that which is absolutely transcendent. What can't be 

known. 80  

Ginsberg, Thompson and Kerouac each present texts which access this spiritual function of 

mythology, connecting their reader with the mystery of life and offering guidance in living in 

relation to this mystery. Whilst, due to its inherent concern with narrative, literature was a primary 

means through which twentieth-century American society engaged in the process of creating its 

mythology, in many cases, this was done without a conscious engagement with its spiritual 

function. Ginsberg, Kerouac and Thompson's texts actively engage with myth’s capacity to connect 

the individual and society with the mystery of life; recognising the dominant mythology of their 
                                                
80 Joseph Campbell: The Power of Myth, with Bill Moyers, dir. By Joan Konner and Alvin H. Perlmutter (Acorn Media, 1988) 
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culture, drawing upon religious mythology, and creating alternative myths.  

 

      Campbell notes that myths serve a number of spiritual functions and recognises that: 'the basic 

one is opening the world to the dimension of mystery, if you lose that you don't have a 

mythology.'81 Both, On the Road and Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas, can be understood with 

regard to Campbell's Mono-myth theory, in which Campbell proposed that a common narrative 

template was shared throughout world mythology. This is, at its simplest, the narrative pattern of: 

departure, initiation and return, often referred to as the 'Hero's Journey'. A hero is living a life 

within the known, a call to adventure leads him to depart into the unknown, where he undergoes 

trials and challenges through which he learns and grows and finally returns to the known, having 

gained 'the power to bestow boons on his fellow man'.82 This narrative arc serves to connect the 

reader with the 'mystery of being' and present lessons concerning how to live in relation to it. 

Through the central use of travel and journey in their narratives, both On the Road and Fear and 

Loathing, concern themselves with a sense of departure into the unknown. As such, by accessing 

the mythical power of this structure, the two narratives serve to fulfil the function of opening the 

reader to the dimension of mystery in life. Through assertions such as 'the road is life', Kerouac 

guides the reader towards an awareness of mythological significance of the road in his narrative.83 

Dean is the hero of On the Road. Kerouac portrays Dean as one whose life has been defined by 

embracing the unknown. As such, he represents an initiate, having gained the boon of a level of 

spiritual enlightenment through his experiences, trials and challenges. This spiritual enlightenment 

manifests as the possession of true faith, knowledge of 'IT', insight into the nature of time, 

'unlimited energy'84 and the ability to share this with others. Dean himself summarises this ethos, 
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82  Joseph  Campbell, The Hero with a Thousand Faces, (New York: Princeton/Bollingen, 1972), p. 23. 

83  Kerouac, On the Road,  p. 199.  
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when he assures Sal 'the point being that we know what IT is and we know TIME and we know that 

everything is really FINE'85. Kerouac actively mythologizes the character of Dean throughout, 

having Sal refer to him once as 'the HOLY GOOF'86 and at one point, he even saying 'he was finally 

an Angel, as I always knew he would become'87.  He also claims 'he was BEAT – the root, the soul 

of beatific'88, connecting the character of Dean with the cultural mythology of the beat generation – 

a term coined by Kerouac himself.  

 

      In Fear and Loathing, the narrative is defined by a sense of a departure into the unknown in 

search of 'The American Dream' and also uses the basic structure of the mono-myth to the effect of 

creating a narrative that opens the reader to the mystery of life. This is augmented by the almost 

constant use of consciousness altering drugs throughout the narrative. The opening sentence of the 

novel declares: 'we were somewhere around Barstow at the edge of the desert when the drugs began 

to take hold.'89 Thompson opens the narrative with not only a sense of geographical and narrative 

departure but also a sense of crossing a threshold of consciousness. As such, from the outset, the 

narrative serves to open the reader to the unknown. Additionally, Campbell recognises 'the 

pedagogical function of myth, how to live a human life.'90 In fulfilling the basic narrative structure 

of the mono-myth, the narratives of On the Road and Fear and Loathing guide a reading of their 

heroes as portrayals of a manner of relating to the unknown and the mystery of life. Duke embodies 

Thompson's 'Buy the ticket, take the ride'91 ethos, imploring a sense of vigour and abandon in 

embracing the chaos and danger of the unknown. Whilst On The Road implores Dean's 

aforementioned sense of 'real belief', an attitude of real faith in a higher power, embracing the 
                                                
85  Kerouac, On the Road,  p. 196.  
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87  Kerouac, On the Road,  p. 248.  

88  Thompson, Fear and Loathing In Las Vegas, p. 184. 

89  Thompson, Fear and Loathing In Las Vegas, p. 3. 
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unknown with a sense of energy and spontaneity.92  

 

       Campbell also recognises that myth serves 'the sociological [function] of validating and 

maintaining a certain society [and that] that is the side of the thing that has taken over in our 

world.'93 Alan Watts identifies that: 

the plausible myth of our age is the myth of the fully automatic model of the universe in 

which man is a fluke and in which he doesn't really belong, he is a chance operation and 

when you're dead your dead and that's all there is to it – and that's so plausible that 

almost everyone believes in it without realising that it is made out of old cloth – it's a 

myth94 

All of the texts, particularly those of Ginsberg and Thompson, portray alternative myths concerning 

the nature of life and man's place in the universe. Each presents an alternative model of reality, 

incorporating a sense of divinity and a giving value to subjective visionary elements of 

consciousness. Throughout, Ginsberg's 'A Footnote to Howl' concerns itself with amending the 

dominant metaphysical myth of nineteen-fifties American Society and asserts the holiness of all 

life. Ginsberg underlines the challenge that this alternative poses to the dominant mythology, by 

asserting the holiness of that conventionally considered profane: 'the tongue and cock and hand and 

asshole holy!95 Ginsberg once stated: 'Gregory Corse and I collaborated, almost inadvertently in 

building a whole mythology of a generation.'96 Nowhere in Ginsberg's output is this claim more 

thoroughly evidenced than in 'Howl'. Whilst not a narrative in any conventional or linear sense, the 

poem does present a cultural mythology. The opening statement, 'I saw the best mind's of my 

                                                
92  Kerouac, On the Road,  p. 115.  
93  Joseph Campbell: The Power of Myth, with Bill Moyers,  

94  Alan Watts: Society is a Hoax, Take Control of Your Life, in Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDqxgU7CbIw [Accessed 8 May 2015] 

95  Ginsberg, Howl and other Poems, p. 27. 

96  The Source, Dir. Chuck Workman 
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generation...'97, immediately establishes the contents status beyond the known and portrays its 

assumed cultural and social significance. Ginsberg proceeds to curate a series of scenes from his 

own and his friend’s lives, threading a cultural mythology.98 All of these scenes represent 

unconventional experience and behaviour, which establishes the content strongly in the unknown 

and accesses the mythological power of offering a connection with the mystery of life. Through 

reference to religious mythology and traditions ('Heaven', 'Sphinx', 'Zen', 'tender Buddha), Ginsberg 

encourages a reading of the poem within the mythological lineage of history. As such, it's content 

serves to connect the reader with the mystery of life, as well as introducing an alternative cultural 

mythology, valuing and celebrating the unorthodox lifestyle and experiences of his peers. In the 

second part of Howl, Ginsberg portrays 'Moloch', a mythical being through which Ginsberg 

embodies the vacuity of materialist society. The name 'Moloch' was borrowed from the Old 

Testament and, it is of note to the notion of writer as shaman, was inspired by a vision had under 

the influence of Peyote.99100 On The Road represents an alternative mythology, portraying 

throughout its narration, dialogue, visions and plot, a belief in, what Kerouac has referred to as 'the 

holy contour of life'.101 Thompson's, Fear and Loathing, is unified by the narrative of searching for 

the 'American Dream'. As such, the text engages with and examines the dominant cultural myth of 

twentieth century America. The text portrays a failure in locating the 'American Dream' as well as 

confusion surrounding it from those Duke encounters. As such, the text serves to expose and negate 

the dominant cultural narrative of America. Thompson also locates and examines the myths, 

collective narratives based upon shared beliefs, of the sixties counterculture and serves to expose 

                                                
97  Ginsberg, Howl and other Poems, p. 9. 

98  Allen Ginsberg, Howl Original Draft and Facsimile, Transcript & Variant Versions, Fully Annotated by Author with Contemporaneous 

Correspondence, Account of First Public Reading, Legal Skirmishes, Precursor Texts & Bibliography, Ed. Barry Miles. (London: Harper 

Perennial, 1995), p. 124 
99  Allen Ginsberg, 'Notes Written on Finally Recording 'Howl.''  in Deliberate Prose: Selected Essays 1952-1995,  Ed. Bill Morgan. (NY: Harper 

Collins, 2000) 

100  Pinchbeck, Breaking Open The Head, p. 186. 

101 Kerouac, You're a Genius All The Time, p. 28.  
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their failings. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Howl and other Poems, On The Road and Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas hold intuition, trance 

states and mystical vision in high regard throughout and contributed significantly toward the 

renewal of reverence for the tradition of shamanism, not only in artistic or counter-cultural spheres, 

but through the reach of their influence, in the American collective consciousness. The influence of 

the subjective, individualistic and visionary perspectives of Howl and On The Road were of 

particular importance in offering guiding alternatives to the conformist and dogmatic social 

paradigm dominant in nineteen-fifties America. Thompson's Fear and Loathing presents a chaotic 

confrontation with the dominant materialistic ideology of Twentieth-century America, as manifest 

in the profit-frenzied Las Vegas, whilst under the altered states offered by psychedelics; serving to 

intervene with and amend the hyperbolic counter-cultural myth surrounding the use of psychedelics 

as a means of contemporary shamanic technique: the notion that one could 'buy Peace and 

Understanding[sic] for three bucks a hit'.102 Finally, the texts each serve as modern myths; offering 

hero's who demonstrate alternative means of relating to the mystery of life, deviating from the 

known of the social conventions of their time and using the narrative structures of mythology to 

create texts which serve to open and connect the reader to the unknowable; 'the ultimate mystery of 

being, beyond all categories of thought.'103  

 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
102 Thompson, Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas, 178 
103 Joseph Campbell: The Power of Myth, with Bill Moyers, 
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